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ABSTRACT

Approximate computing aims to trade accuracy for energy efficiency.

Various approximate methods have been proposed in the literature

that demonstrate the effectiveness of relaxing accuracy requirements

in a specific unit. This provides a basis for exploring simultaneous

use of multiple approximate units to improve efficiency under

guarantees on the quality of results. In this paper, we explore

the effect of combining multiple approximate units on the energy

consumption and identify the best setting that minimizes energy

consumption under a quality constraint. Our approach also enables

changes in the unit configurations throughout the program running

on the machine. To do this effectively, we need a method to

examine the combined impact of multiple approximate units on

the output quality, and configure individual units accordingly. We

propose LEMAX that uses a gradient descent approach to identify

the best configuration of the individual approximate units for a given

program. We evaluate the efficacy of LEMAX in minimizing the

energy consumption of several machine learning applications with

varying size (i.e., number of operations) under different quality

constraints. Our evaluation shows that the configuration provided

by LEMAX for a system with multiple approximate units improves,

on average, the energy consumption by 97.7%, 83.12%, and 73.95%

for a quality loss of 5%, 2% and 0.5%, respectively, compared to

the configurations obtained for a system with a single approximate

resource. This provides us with method for systematic evaluation of

the accuracy-efficiency tradeoff in approximate computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Many applications such as multimedia, machine learning, and

signal processing admit some level of tolerance to the precision

of computations. Approximate computing exploits this intrinsic

error-tolerance of applications to trade accuracy of computation for

improved performance or/and energy efficiency. There are several

methods in the recent literature that relax a single part of a computing

system (e.g., storage units [14] or a functional unit [11, 17]) for

improved design. These methods offer system-level improvements

but also present several challenges to approximate computing in

practice.

The first challenge is in controlling the output quality. The

efficiency of approximate methods must be balanced against the

degradation of output quality in a measurable way. The second

challenge is that the approximate methods are application and input

dependent [6, 18]. Exploiting the opportunities offered by the

approximate computing requires proper selection of approximate

methods for a given application and input data. Further, the

current approach to use a single approximate unit with uniform

conservative configuration for all the target instructions across the

entire program limits the potential gains and calls into question the

value of approximate computing.

Practical and useful means for approximate computing in

architectural design must consider the impact of simultaneous use

of multiple approximate units with non-uniform configurations

on output quality. This paper makes this case by demonstrating

a machine learning-based optimization tool for approximate

computing named LEMAX. Given an application, LEMAX

systematically determines the proper configuration for available

approximate resources in a system such that the quality is guaranteed.

Accordingly, the tool (1) modifies a given application and its

corresponding data flow graph (DFG) by integrating the impact of

approximate resources on the corresponding operands/operations, (2)

formulates the problem of minimizing the energy consumption under

a specific quality constraint through the modified DFG and converts

it to an unconstrained optimization problem, and (3) identifies the

proper approximate settings by solving the formulated problem

through a gradient descent-based algorithm.

In summary, we outline an algorithmic approach to explore

various configurations of multiple approximate resources and to

select a configuration that minimizes the energy consumption with a

guarantee on the quality of results. We have implemented LEMAX,

and evaluated it using several machine learning applications with

varying number of operations and quality constraints.

2 OVERVIEW OF LEMAX

Figure 1 depicts an overview of LEMAX with core parts shown

as gray boxes. The user provides a program, a quality metric and
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Figure 1: Overview of LEMAX

constraints on that metric to be used by LEMAX. The underlying

approximate system requires a system specification containing

the energy-error model for each available approximate resource.

The energy-error model provides the energy consumption of the

corresponding resource as a function of an error metric (e.g., error

rate and average of relative error).

Based on the approximate resources and their given error metric,

Program Transformer transforms DFG of a given program into

the parameterized one, called Parameterized Approximate DFG,

with a set of parameters P. The parameters P in the Parameterized

Approximate DFG are error parameters added to the operands

or operations in the original DFG which are affected by the

underlying approximate resources. Then, Problem Formulation,

formulates the problem of minimizing energy while guaranteeing

the quality using the Parameterized Approximate DFG. The energy

consumption is formulated based on the energy-error model specified

in the approximate system specification. The output quality is

formulated based on the user-defined quality metric and the desired

output quality. The energy and the quality in the generated formulas

are expressed as a function of error parameters (P) defined in the

Parameterized Approximate DFG.

Finally, the Optimizer exploits gradient descent, which is

commonly used in machine learning algorithms, to find a solution

for the formulated problem. The output of the optimizer provides the

value of the error parameters (P) with which the energy is minimized

and the quality is guaranteed. The computed error parameters

determine the configuration of the corresponding modules in the

approximate computing system. As we show later, the suggested

system configuration provides significant energy saving with an

acceptable output quality.

3 APPROXIMATE MODEL OF A PROGRAM

Before finding the configuration for the approximate resources that

minimizes energy under quality constraints, LEMAX transforms the

Data Flow Graph, or the DFG, of a given program running on an

approximate system into the Parameterized Approximate one. To

consider the combined effect of different approximation methods on

the output quality, LEMAX introduces a set of error parameters into

the DFG, each of which corresponds to an available approximate

resource. Here, we explain how LEMAX defines error parameters

and modifies the DFG accordingly.

Parameterized Approximate DFG - Figure 2 illustrates how

LEMAX converts DFG of a simple program shown in Figure 2.a into

a Parameterized Approximate DFG in a system with configurable

approximate adders (figures 2.b and 2.c) and in a system with an

approximate main memory (figures 2.d and 2.e). We also show the

impact of approximate units in the code of the program consisting

of several lines with only a single primary operations, e.g., multiply

and add, in each line. The original program and its corresponding

DFG are modified based on the specified error metric. For each

system, the generated Parameterized Approximate program and the

corresponding Parameterized Approximate DFG for two types of

error metrics (i.e., average of relative error and the error rate) are

shown.

For the system with approximate adders, as shown in Figure 2.b,

the error metric average of relative error ω modifies the result of

the corresponding ADD operation (i.e., c) in the original program

by multiplying it by 1+ω . On the other hand, the error metric error

rate α changes the exact result c with (1−α)c+αvapx, as shown

in Figure 2.c. This happens because the adder generates the exact

value with the probability of 1−α , and an approximate value of

vapx with the probability of α . To consider the impact of these two

cases on the DFG of the original program, new nodes will be added

as the next node of the target node, i.e., + (see the black nodes in

figures 2.b and 2.c).

The error introduced by approximate main memory units

manifests itself as the error on the inputs of a given program

(e.g., a and b in the original program in Figure 2.a). As shown

in the approximate program in Figure 2.d, the approximate main

memory with the error metric average of relative error of ω1 and ω2

modifies inputs a and b and generates aapx and bapx. We note that

separate error parameters ω1 and ω2 are defined for inputs a and b,

respectively, assuming that the inputs are stored in different parts

of the main memory which can have a different erroneous behavior.

The effect of the main memory error with error rate of α1 and α2 is

shown in the program in Figure 2.e. With the probability of 1−α1,

the value of input a remains untouched, while with the probability

of α1, it is changed to an approximate value vapx1. Similarly, the

value of input b is not affected by the approximate main memory

with the probability of 1−α2, while it is changed to an approximate

value vapx2 with the probability of α2. To generate a Parameterized

Approximate DFG with this source of error, a set of error nodes

will be added as the previous nodes of the nodes, the input edges of

which, are coming from the primary inputs of DFG. Accordingly,

the black nodes in the Parameterized Approximate DFGs shown in

figures 2.d and 2.e are added on top of the node corresponding to the

ADD operation in the original DFG.
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Figure 2: Generating Parameterized Approximate DFG of (a)

an original program/DFG running on (b) a system with an

approximate adder with error metric avg. of relative error, (c)

an approximate adder with error rate, (d) an approximate main

memory with avg. of relative error and (c) an approximate main

memory with error rate. The black nodes are the added error

nodes.

4 APPROXIMATE SYSTEM

CONFIGURATION

Our optimization goal is to find a system configuration that

minimizes the energy consumption under the quality constraints. To

find the configuration, we formulate the problem as an optimization

problem, in which the energy consumption and the output quality

are expressed as a function of error parameters defined in the

Parameterized Approximate DFG. A solution to the optimization

problem specifies the error parameters that determine approximation

settings of the individual resources.

Problem Formulation - Problem 1 specifies the basic problem

of determining resource settings as:

min
P

fc(P,X) (1)

s.t. fe(P,X)≤ ε

where fc(P,X) is the cost function (here, the energy consumption)

as a function of the error parameters P, and the input set X. fe(P,X)

determines the output quality loss the program experiences for

the input set X through approximate settings obtained by error

parameters P. Finally, ε is the acceptable quality loss determined by

the user.

To compute fc(P,X), we use the original DFG along with the error

parameters defined in Parameterized Approximate DFG. Since the

energy consumption is sum of the energy consumption of all units

employed for executing a program, fc(P,X) is expressed as follows:

fc(P,X) = ∑
i

( f i
c(pi,X)) (2)

in which f i
c(pi,X) is energy consumption of unit i with error

parameter pi that is activated by input X. To clarify the process

of finding fc(P,X), let’s assume that approximate unit i can be a

functional unit or a memory unit. LEMAX extracts functional units

which are used across the entire program from the original DFG,

and their corresponding error parameters from the Parameterized

Approximate DFG. For the approximate memory units, LEMAX

estimates the respective energy terms in fc(P,X) based on the primary

inputs of the program and the corresponding error parameters in the

Parameterized Approximate DFG.

In order to define the quality loss fe(P,X), we use the user defined

quality metric along with original and parameterized DFGs. The

quality loss is expressed as a function of both exact and approximated

outputs where exact output is formulated by traversing from the

input to the output of the original DFG, and approximate output is

formulated by traversing the Parameterized Approximate DFG.

The Optimizer - In general, machine learning training algorithms

try to learn a set of pre-defined parameters to minimize an

objective function which represents the respective loss function

formulated as a function of the parameters. In order to minimize

the loss function, training algorithms employ the gradient descent

optimization algorithm. To solve Problem 1 with the approach used

in machine learning training algorithms requires to integrate the

constraint fe(P,X) ≤ ε into the objective function fc(P,X). To do

this, we exploit Penalty and Barrier method [7] used in constrained

optimization problems which converts a constrained problem to the

unconstrained one.

Penalty and Barrier method defines a continuous function, the

value of which increases to infinity for the points approaching the

boundary of feasible regions. In LEMAX, we define the penalty

function Penalty(P) for the Problem 1 as follows:

Penalty(P) = λ ( fe(P,X)− ε) (3)

where λ is a large positive number that penalizes violation of the

constraint fe(P,X) ≤ ε with a large factor. Now, Problem 1 is

converted to Problem 4 which is an unconstrained optimization

problem that can be solved with the gradient descent.

min
P

( fc(P,X)+λ ( fe(P,X)− ε)) (4)

Gradient descent finds the solution by iteratively updating the

parameters using the gradient of the objective function with respect

to each parameter at training data points. To employ gradient descent

for finding the solution for Problem 4, we use Adam optimizer

[12], an extension to stochastic gradient descent, with a training

data set divided into mini batches in order to achieve an efficient

gradient descent based solution. The learning rate in Adam optimizer
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is adaptively adjusted for each parameter individually to improve

the learning performance, which makes it attractive among many

optimizers.

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate LEMAX on relaxing two machine learning training

algorithms (i.e., two gradient descent algorithms used in training

Linear Regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [15]).

LEMAX can be employed in any approximate system with different

types of approximate methods from software to hardware. Here, we

specifically use it in an approximate hardware with three types of

configurable approximate units, which is explained in Section 5.1.

The methodology used to implement LEMAX, and the experimental

results are described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.

5.1 Hardware Specification

LEMAX can be used as a tool for configuring any hardware

platform which has approximate units. We consider an approximate

computing system that contains an approximate DRAM, and a set

of approximate multiplier units and adders which are proposed in

[14],[3], [17], respectively. Accordingly, the specification of these

units including their energy-error model and the error metric, is

extracted and summarized in Table 1.

DRAM- Relaxing data preserving schemes in DRAM has been

proposed earlier to improve its energy consumption. As an

approximate DRAM, we chose Flikker [14] in which the refresh rate

is reduced. The error metric is error rate in the applications input

data. Therefore, we use the process shown in Figure 2.e to integrate

the effect of approximate DRAM on the output quality and energy

consumption. Since Flikker uses the same refresh rate for all pages,

we use the same α for all the inputs. Moreover, the corresponding

approximate erroneous value (vapx) is chosen uniformly at random.

The refresh energy of baseline DRAM is extracted from [1]. In the

experiments, the energy of refreshing DRAM in only one DRAM

operating cycle is accounted in the cost function fc(P,X).
Adder- We chose RAP-CLA [3], a configurable approximate carry

look-ahead adder where an external correction unit for the exact add

operation is omitted. The error metric of average of relative error is

chosen to define the error parameters and generate Parameterized

Approximate DFG as shown in Figure 2.b. The energy-error model

is extracted from [3] which are obtained in 45 nm technology.

Multiplier- For the approximate multiplier, we use AQ-LETAM

[17] which is composed of approximate multiplication, shift

and add operations on the truncated inputs. The accuracy

of AQ-LETAM is adjusted by selecting the proper truncation

length. The chosen error metric and the process of generating

Parameterized Approximate DFGs with AQ-LETAM is similar to

the case of adders. The reported energy numbers for different

configurations were obtained using 45 nm technology. We

evaluate LEMAX effectiveness on four approximate systems

with different approximate modules. APX-DMA comprises of

approximate DRAM, approximate multipliers and approximate

adders. APX-DRAM only employs approximate DRAM to

improve the energy consumption of a system while APX-MUL

and APX-ADD only use approximate multipliers and adders,

respectively.

Table 1: Energy-error of approximate units extracted from [3,

14, 17]

Adder
Avg. Rel. Err 0 0.004 0.056 0.12 -

Energy (aJ) 5789 1906 1815 1145 -

Multiplier
Avg. Rel. Err 0 72E-5 24E-4 8E-3 24E-3

Energy (fJ) 4920 1000 930 740 590

DRAM
Error Rate 0 1E-9 1E-8 1E-7 1E-6

Energy (nJ) 132.84 120.8 110.2 102.6 99.6

Table 2: Number of error parameters, adders and multipliers,

and the quality loss on the validation dataset for Linear

Regression and Support Vector Machine learning algorithms

with different number of input features

Application #Features Error Parameters # Adders # Multipliers
Tested Quality Loss (%)

5% 2% 0.5%

LR 32 161 64 96 5.2 2.0 0.52

LR 64 321 128 192 5.1 2.07 0.49

LR 256 1281 512 768 4.98 1.9 0.47

LR 512 1024 1536 2269 5.1 2.1 0.49

SVM 32 226 95 130 4.8 2.04 0.49

SVM 64 450 191 258 4.9 2.1 0.49

SVM 256 1794 767 1026 4.9 2.03 0.48

SVM 512 3586 1535 2050 5.1 1.8 0.5

5.2 Methodology

To define the objective function, Parameterized Approximate DFG

is generated based on the approximate units and their specifications

in Python. The quality loss fe(P,X) is defined as a function of error

parameters by traversing the original and generated Parameterized

Approximate DFG. Moreover, the cost function fc(P,X) is defined

based on the energy-error model obtained from the hardware

specifications (Table 1) and the operations in the DFG. In order to

learn the error parameters to minimize the objective function defined

in Problem 4, we use Adam optimizer [12]. As such, we exploit

Autograd (version v1.2) [2], which enables the gradient descent

based optimization by providing the gradient of a function at a given

point with respect to the parameters. The obtained gradient of the

objective function is then fed into the Adam optimizer, implemented

by the Autograd developers, to learn the error parameters.

To learn the error parameters, we use 6000 data samples from UCI

machine learning repository [5] as the training set and 1500 samples

as the validation set. In order to perform mini-batch gradient descent,

the training set is divided into 15 batches, each of which has 400

samples. To evaluate the scalability of LEMAX in learning the error

parameters of more inputs/operations in larger programs, we change

the size of the applications by varying the number of features used

in the data sets. We evaluated LEMAX for the chosen applications

with the input sets consisting of 32, 64, 256, and 512 features.

Accordingly, Table 2 shows the number of error parameters, and the

number of adders and multipliers. As the output quality metric, in

this work, we chose average of relative error and evaluate LEMAX

under different quality losses of 5%, 2% and 0.5%. LEMAX can be

used for any other quality metrics, as well.

5.3 Experimental Results

To evaluate training time of LEMAX for finding the error parameters

for Linear Regression and SVM with various quality constraints,
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Figure 3: Energy consumption improvement of different approximate systems compared to the baseline in executing Linear

Regression training algorithm with different number of features under different quality constraints.
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Figure 4: Energy consumption improvement of different approximate systems compared to the baseline in executing SVM training

algorithm with different number of features under different quality constraints.

we use the Python package timeit. Results show that LEMAX

converges relatively fast (i.e., on average, 354 for smaller sizes of

applications (32 and 64 features) and 1594 for larger applications).

We also tested quality loss of the applications on the validation data

set shown in Table 2. The results show that LEMAX can successfully

achieve a configuration that meets the desired quality even for the

validation data.

To estimate the energy consumption of applications in the

approximate system described in Section 5.1, the refresh energy

of DRAM, energy of adders and energy of multipliers are summed

up together. The energy numbers for each module is dependent on

the respective error parameter learned by LEMAX. Since the goal of

this work is to show the effectiveness of simultaneous non-uniform

use of multiple approximate units, in this paper, we only consider the

energy of refresh in approximate DRAM, and energy of adders and

multipliers, and exclude the effect of other modules in estimating the

energy consumption. Figure 3 and 4 show the energy improvement

of the Linear Regression and SVM training algorithms, respectively,

in four mentioned approximate systems compared to the baseline

case where all the units operate in the exact mode. The evaluation is

performed for different quality losses and different number of input

features. The energy is calculated based on the error parameters

obtained by LEMAX.

In Linear Regression, use of multiple approximate units achieves

energy improvement of 96.2%, 43.3% and 36.4%, on average,

compared to the exact system for quality loss of 5%, 2%, and 0.5%,

respectively, while only a single approximate unit improves the

energy by 31.47%, 17.1%, and 12.75%. In addition, the results show

that the energy improvement is lower for the larger circuits (e.g.,

65% for quality loss 5% in APX-DMA for 512 features) compared

to the smaller one with less number of input features (e.g., 2.4× for

quality loss 5% in APX-DMA for 32 features). The happens because

of similar impact of all features on the output quality in Linear

Regression algorithm, which limits the degree of approximation.

In SVM, APX-DMA decreases the energy consumption by 4.96×,

4.32× and 3.39×, on average, compared to the exact system for

quality loss of 5%, 2%, and 0.5%, respectively. In approximating

a single unit, only APX-MUL results in high energy reduction

compared to the exact system (i.e., 4.54×, 3.5× and 2.8× for quality

loss of 5%, 2%, and 0.5%, respectively). In the other systems, i.e.,

APX-DRAM and APX-ADD, the improvement is negligible (0.2%).

Although APX-MUL improves energy consumption significantly,

using approximate multipliers along with approximate DRAM and

adders is still a better design option achieving, on average 41.7%

additional improvement. We note that because of the training

algorithm of SVM in which the weight parameters are updated only

for the mis-classified data samples, and the consequential effect of a

small set of features on the classification accuracy, the tolerance of

SVM to approximation is higher than Linear Regression. The higher

tolerance of SVM to the approximation leads to achieving larger

gains. Similarly, for SVM, the benefits of approximating larger

circuits that have larger number of input features are higher since in

these circuits, there are more operations that are less consequential,

hence less sensitive to the approximation.

Table 3 breaks down the energy consumption of Linear

Regression executing on the exact and approximate system

APX-DMA under quality loss of 5% into energy of multipliers,

adders and DRAM refresh energy. Results show that although
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Table 3: Energy consumption (nJ) of adders, multipliers and

refreshing DRAM of Linear Regression in the exact mode and

in APX-DMA with quality loss of 5%

# Features Mode Adders Multipliers DRAM Refresh

32
Exact 0.33 499.2 132.8

APX-DMA 0.18 167.52 102.6

64
Exact 0.66 998.4 132.8

APX-DMA 0.44 416.1 102.6

256
Exact 2.66 3993.6 132.8

APX-DMA 2.05 2194.28 110.2

512
Exact 5.32 7987.2 132.8

APX-DMA 4.43 4698.35 110.2

DRAM refresh energy is significantly larger than energy

consumption of a single multiplier unit, due to a large number of

multiply operations, total energy consumption of multiplier units

becomes dominant even in the relaxed systems with proper parameter

settings.

6 RELATED WORKS

LEMAX provides a novel algorithmic approach to enable multiple

approximate units to cooperate in a system such that the output

quality is guaranteed. Recent research on approximate computing

demonstrates the effectiveness of relaxing computations through a

specific approximate method (e.g., exploiting either approximate

functional units [8–11] or relaxing data preserve techniques in

DRAM [14]). However, simultaneous use of multiple approximate

units with non-uniform configurations throughout the program

enhances the benefit of approximate computing. In [4], approximate

computation reuse with bounded error is simultaneously employed in

multiple functional units. EnerJ [16] proposes storing approximate

data in low-power memories along with processing approximate data

with relaxed functional units. Although these works simultaneously

use multiple approximate units, lack of a systematic technique

for quality control and using uniform configuration of the units

throughout the program limit the potential benefits. In [13], a

statistical quality model is proposed in which an error model is

first extracted from a given set of approximate functional units,

and then their impacts on the output quality are explored by error

propagation techniques. Although [13] offers an error model for

approximate computing, the model is limited to a specific set of

approximate functional units with uniform configurations which

inhibits maximum gain. Compared to prior research, LEMAX,

however, by using a machine learning-based approach enables fast

exploration of various non-uniform settings for any combination

of different approximate units from approximate memories to

approximate functional units, and selects the best one that leads

to energy savings under a given quality constraint.

7 CONCLUSION

Approximate computing improves energy consumption of many

applications by relaxing the design constraints imposed at various

levels of design from algorithms to hardware. To effectively use

this capability requires simultaneous use of multiple approximate

resources that together result in overall efficiency gains while

ensuring bounds on the quality of the results. This paper addresses

this challenge by formulating it as a parametric optimization problem

that is amenable to recent advances in optimization methods in

machine learning. This is implemented in a tool called LEMAX

which can be integrated into design automation tools such as

synthesis tools to provide efficient design choices. In this paper, we

only evaluate LEMAX for the systems with approximate hardware

resources such as approximate functional units and main memory.

Our ongoing work seeks to enhance the range of approximation

techniques across various levels of design including algorithmic,

architectural and microarchitectural actions, such as approximate

alternatives of functions and relaxed caches.
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